In celebration of the end of our 2016 podcasting year, the RIA team has compiled a book list of all the titles mentioned on the show thus far! The list includes a full citation for each of the 65 books talked about on the show in 2016 and links to publisher websites.

If you’re interested in a particular episode where a book is mentioned, check out Listen/Show Notes link next to each title for additional notes or to listen to the episode.

**RIA # 1:** Dr. Wendy Belcher on Writing Productivity | [Listen/Show Notes](#)


**RIA # 2:** Dr. John Creswell on Mixed Methods | [Listen/Show Notes](#)

RIA # 2 (continued): Dr. John Creswell on Mixed Methods

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 3: Lena Etuk on Social Demography & Data-Driven Decision Making | Listen/Show Notes

  Not available on publisher website | Amazon.com
  Not available on publisher website | Amazon.com

RIA # 4: Dr. Katie Linder on Juggling Multiple Projects | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 5: Dr. Jim Kroll on Research Misconduct | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 6: Kirsten Behling on Research Collaboration | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 7: Dr. Josh Weller on Psychometrics | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
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RIA # 8: Dr. Nina Huntemann on Learning New Research Skills at Mid-Career | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 9: Dr. Kevin Gannon on Balancing Research, Teaching & Service | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 10: Dr. Dannelle Stevens on Journaling Best Practices | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 11: Steve Van Tuyl on Data Management | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.
RIA # 12: Dr. Katie Linder on Creating a Five-year Research Plan | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 13: Brad Zdenek on Institutional Research Agendas | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 14: Chrysanthemum Mattison Hayes on Being a Data Analyst | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 15: Dr. Geoff Pullum on Theoretical Research | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 16: Dr. Tanya Joosten on Distance Education Research | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com
RIA # 17: Dr. Jason Osborne on Data Cleaning | Listen/Show Notes

  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 18: Dr. Tara Gray on Publish & Flourish | Listen/Show Notes

  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 19: Dr. Peter Felten on Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) | Listen/Show Notes

  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com
  - Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 20: Dr. Ana Spalding on Interdisciplinary Research | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.
RIA # 21: Dr. Noah Shusterman on Maintaining a Researcher Identity | Listen/Show Notes


RIA # 22: Dr. Katie Linder on What You Wish You Had Known About Research | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 23: Dr. Janet Salmons on e-Research | Listen/Show Notes


RIA # 24: Dr. Neil Salkind on Statistics Anxiety | Listen/Show Notes

RIA # 25: Dr. Patsy Moskal on Research on Distributed Learning & Teaching Effectiveness | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 26: Nick Foreman on Archival Research | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 27: Lydia Newton on Survey Design and Recruitment | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 28: Dr. Todd Campbell on Managing Large Research Grants | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 29: Dr. Katie Linder on Grant Writing Basics | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 30: Dr. Sean Zdenek on Rhetorical Analysis | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 31: Dr. Tracy Teal on Data Carpentry | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.
RIA # 32: Dr. Tom Cavanagh and Dr. Kelvin Thompson on Keeping Up with Reading
| Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 33: Dr. Inger Mewburn on Supporting & Training New Researchers | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 34: David Brightman on Being a Book Editor | Listen/Show Notes

  Publisher Website | Amazon.com

RIA # 35: Julie Risien on Broader Impacts | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 36: Hannah Gascho Rempel on Citation Management | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 37: Dr. Jamison Fargo on Working with a National Research Center | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 38: Dr. Katie Linder on Podcasting in Higher Education (Conference Panel) | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.

RIA # 39: Dr. Jill Buban on Transitioning from Academia to Industry | Listen/Show Notes

No books were mentioned in this episode.